Subject: ARRA and Buy America

Sternberg Lighting provides decorative and performance lighting fixtures, arms and poles as well as site amenities like benches, clocks, trash receptacles and street signs. Equipment is manufactured in accordance with Buy America act requirements. Sternberg meets these requirements by having a facility in Roselle Illinois and by manufacturing products consisting of Aluminum spinning’s, Castings and extrusions as well as Injection molded plastics and fabricated metal subassemblies. Final fabrication is also done in the Sternberg facility.

ARRA demands that manufacturers supplying products made of sub-components be “Substantially transformed” in a U.S. facility. Sternberg Lighting meets and exceeds all ARRA requirements.

Sternberg Lighting is an American company located in Illinois. It is a member of the Illinois manufacturers association. It is a 20% ESOP employee owned company serving the Municipal, Higher education and commercial Lighting markets and has been in business continuously since 1923. Corporate offices and its 154,000 square foot manufacturing operation are located in Roselle Illinois.

Sincerely,

Mark J. Dean

Mark J. Dean V.P.

Chief Operating Officer